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Abstract—Long-term evolution (LTE)/LTE-advanced (LTE-A)
networks have recently introduced a data packet forwarding
scheme between evolved node Bs (eNBs) to reduce the signaling
overhead and the delay incurred in the data path switching
scheme which is a baseline handover scheme in LTE/LTE-
A networks. Even with the data packet forwarding scheme,
if the length of the forwarding chain is set inappropriately,
the data packet forwarding scheme suffers from the degraded
throughput. To attain the optimal handover performance in terms
of throughput and delay and reduce the signaling overhead, we
propose an optimized and distributed data packet forwarding
scheme where the optimal length of the forwarding chain is
obtained by a Markov decision process (MDP). Also, a low-
complexity value iteration algorithm is devised to solve the
optimality equation of MDP in a more practical manner. Real
trace-driven evaluation results demonstrate that the proposed
scheme determines the optimal length of the forwarding chain
adaptively to applications’ quality of service (QoS) requirements
and reduces the signaling overhead and delay while achieving
higher throughput in diverse environments.

Index Terms—Data packet forwarding, data path switching,
LTE/LTE-A, handover, Markov decision process (MDP), trace-
driven evaluation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recent report [2] predicts that mobile data traffic will hit an
annual run rate of134.4 exabytes by2017. More specifically,
a compound annual growth rate in the data traffic from
2012 to 2017 is 66 percent. Also, the number of personal
devices connected to mobile networks by2017 will exceed
10 billion [3]. To handle the mobile data explosion problem,
small cells will be densely deployed in future wireless/mobile
networks and frequent handovers among small cells will be
experienced [4]–[7]. In order to improve users’ quality of
experience (QoE) and to mitigate the signaling overhead
to core network entities under frequent handovers, efficient
handover procedures should be devised.

Figure 1 shows a long term evolution (LTE)/LTE-advanced
(LTE-A) architecture [8], [9]. An evolved node B (eNB) is a
base station providing a wireless connection between a mobile
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node (MN) and LTE/LTE-A networks. A serving gateway (S-
GW) acts as a mobility anchor point when the MN moves to
another eNB. On the other hand, a mobility management entity
(MME) provides mobility functions such as paging, tracking
area list (TAL) management, and handover management. A
packet data network (PDN) gateway (P-GW) provides access
to PDNs by assigning an IP address to the MN and serves as
a mobility anchor point for 3GPP and non-3GPP handover.

In LTE/LTE-A networks, a handover procedure is generally
based on the data path switching [9]. When an MN moves
from a source eNB to a target eNB and establishes a radio
connection with the target eNB, the target eNB requests a
data path switching to the MME and the MN can receive
data packets through the optimal path (i.e., S-GW - target
eNB - MN). However, frequent data path switchings cause a
significant signaling overhead to core network entities. Also,
since the delay for the data path switching is not negligible,
the users’ perceived QoE can be degraded [15]. To solve these
problems, several works have been conducted [10]–[16]. For
example, a data packet forwarding scheme, where data packets
are forwarded through an interface between two eNBs (i.e., X2
interface in LTE/LTE-A networks), does not involve any core
network entities (e.g., MME) and the handover management
can be locally processed. Therefore, the delay and the signal-
ing overhead to core network entities can be reduced. However,
as the length of the data packet forwarding chain increases1,
the performance of the data packet forwarding scheme de-
grades due to the inevitable packet tunneling overhead. To
sum up, there is a tradeoff between the data path switching
and the data packet forwarding. When the data path switching
is conducted, the packets are delivered through the optimal
routing path. Therefore, the throughput can be maximized
and the local traffic overhead can be reduced; however, the
signaling overhead to core network entities increases and the
delay owing to the data path switching is expected. Meanwhile,
when the data packet forwarding is employed, the signaling
overhead to core network entities and the delay for the data
path switching can be reduced at the expense of the non-
optimal routing path. Therefore, the length of the forwarding
chain should be maintained to attain the optimal handover
performance.

In this paper, we propose an optimized and distributed data
packet forwarding scheme in LTE/LTE-A networks. Specifi-
cally, the optimal policy between the data path switching and

1The data packet forwarding chain denotes the tunnel which isconstructed
through the moving route of an MN. For example, when the MN moves
from eNB 2 to eNB 3 through eNB 5, the data packet forwarding chain is
constructed as follows: eNB 2 - eNB 5 - eNB 3.
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IP network

Fig. 1. LTE/LTE-A network architecture.

the data packet forwarding is formulated by a Markov decision
process (MDP). In the proposed scheme, the optimal policy to
maximize the reward function is obtained by a low-complexity
value iteration algorithm. Real trace-driven evaluation results
demonstrate that the proposed scheme determines the optimal
length of the forwarding chain adaptively to applications’
requirements and reduces the signaling overhead and delay
while achieving higher throughput in diverse environments.

The main contribution of this paper is three-fold: 1) to
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on the
optimization of the data packet forwarding scheme by means
of the MDP formulation. The optimal length of the forwarding
chain depending on the application’s quality of service (QoS)
requirement is obtained and then the handover performance
in terms of the throughput and delay can be improved while
reducing the signaling overhead; 2) since the conventionalal-
gorithm to solve the MDP problem has high complexity which
is a major obstacle of applying MDP to practical systems,
we introduce a low-complexity value iteration algorithm. The
devised low-complexity value iteration algorithm allows to
solve the optimality equation of MDP in a more practical
manner; and 3) extensive evaluation results based on the
empirical data sets are presented and analyzed to assess the
performance of the proposed scheme.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related
works are summarized in Section II. The comparison between
the data path switching and the data packet forwarding is given
in Section III and the MDP for the optimized and distributed
data forwarding scheme is formulated in Section IV. Finally,
real trace-driven evaluation results and concluding remarks are
given in Section V and Section VI, respectively.

II. RELATED WORKS

The data path switching causes a significant signaling
overhead to core network entities and long delay. To resolve
these problems, several schemes were proposed in the litera-
ture. These works can be categorized into: 1) enhanced data
path switching schemes [10]–[13]; 2) data packet forwarding
schemes [14]–[16].

Rath and Panwar [10] proposed a proactive data multicast
scheme in which a set of candidate target eNBs is maintained
based on the radio signal measurement and the data is mul-
ticasted to all eNBs before completing a handover event to
reduce the service interruption time. On the other hand, Kim
et al. [11] proposed a data multicast method based on the
speed of the MN to avoid too early handover trigger for low-
speed MNs and too late handover trigger for high-speed MNs.
However, when the expected handover does not occur, the
multicasted data are simply wasted and thus unnecessary traffic
overhead can occur in these schemes [10], [11]. Guoet al. [12]
proposed a reactive data bicasting scheme to reduce the delay
during the handover by making relatively moderate modifica-
tions to the 3GPP handover procedure. In this scheme, since
the data bicasting is initiated after the handover, unnecessary
traffic overhead does not occur while the signalling overhead
to core network entities cannot be diminished. Pacificoet
al. [13] introduced a fast data path switching scheme to
reduce the handover delay. Specifically, the target eNB can
send a data path switching request message immediately after
the handover command even when a handover confirmation
messages is not received. However, the signalling overheadto
core network entities was not addressed in this scheme.

A few data packet forwarding schemes were also proposed
in [14]–[16]. Yan et al. [14] suggested a state-aware pointer
forwarding scheme. A pointer forwarding chain between mo-
bility anchors (MAs) is established to reduce the signaling
overhead for the data path switching by considering the
current mobility state of the MN in deciding whether the
forwarding chain should be prolonged or refreshed. Guoet
al. [15] proposed two local mobility management schemes
(i.e., traffic forwarding with the cascading path (TF CP )
and traffic forwarding with the shortest path (TF SP )). In
TF CP , only when the length of the forwarding chain is
smaller than a predefined threshold, the data packet forwarding
is conducted. Otherwise, the target eNB triggers the data path
switching. On the other hand, inTF SP , the path lengths
of the data path switching and the data packet forwarding are
compared and the target eNB chooses a shorter one. Leeet
al. introduced a dynamic data packet forwarding scheme for
network-based distributed mobility management (DMM) [16].
In the proposed scheme, forwarding chains are dynamically
established among mobility anchors by defining a session-
to-mobility ratio (SMR) that considers both the numbers of
session arrivals and handovers. In other words, if the SMR
is higher than a predefined threshold, the data path switching
operation is conducted to reduce the forwarding (or tunneling)
overhead. Otherwise, the data packet forwarding is performed
to reduce the signaling overhead due to the data path switch-
ing. However, how to optimize the performance of the data
packet forwarding scheme (i.e., how to obtain the optimal
length of the forwarding chain) was not investigated in these
previous works.

III. D ATA PATH SWITCHING VS. DATA PACKET

FORWARDING

A handover message flow in the data path switching scheme
is described in Figure 2. First, a source eNB decides a
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Fig. 2. Data path switching scheme.

handover through a channel measurement procedure with an
MN (Steps 1-2). If the channel condition to a target eNB is
better than that to the source eNB, the source eNB decides
a handover to the target eNB by sending a handover request
message to the target eNB (Step 3), which in turn performs
admission control for the handover request message. If the
handover request is accepted, the source eNB receives a
handover request acknowledgement message and commands
the handover to the MN (Steps 4-5). After that, the MN
conducts synchronization to the target eNB. Meanwhile, the
source eNB sends a serial number (SN) status transfer message
and data packets to the target eNB (Step 6). When the target
eNB receives a handover confirmation message from the MN
(Step 7), the target eNB sends a path switch request message to
the MME (Step 8). Then, the MME sends a user update request
message to the S-GW (Step 9), which in turn switches the data
path from the source eNB to the target eNB. On the other hand,
an end marker message for releasing resource for the MN is
sent to the source eNB (Step 10). Finally, the MN can receive
data packets through the optimal path (i.e., S-GW - target eNB
- MN). However, when the mobility of the MN is high, the
significant signaling overhead for the data path switching can
occur. Also, since data packets are forwarded over the detour
path (i.e., S-GW - source eNB - target eNB - MN) before the
optimal path is set, data packets through the optimal path can
be reached earlier than the data packets through the detour
path. Therefore, out of order packet delivery can occur. In
addition, the delay jitter for the first packet after the datapath
switching may be large if the new path has long delay, which
is particularly important in delay-sensitive applications such
as VoIP and multimedia service [15], [17].

The above-mentioned problem can be mitigated by the
data packet forwarding scheme. Figure 3 shows a handover
message flow in the data packet forwarding scheme. In the
data packet forwarding scheme, a target eNB does not send
any data path switching request message. Instead, a local
traffic forwarding chain is constructed to transmit data packets
between the source eNB and the target eNB for a handover
event. Therefore, data packets can be processed in a distributed

Fig. 3. Data packet forwarding scheme.

manner. However, when the session length is long in the data
packet forwarding scheme, a longer data packet forwarding
chain can be formed and significant forwarding/tunneling
overhead over the non-optimal route is expected.

IV. OPTIMIZED AND DISTRIBUTED DATA FORWARDING

SCHEME

Apparently, the data packet forwarding scheme has pros
and cons compared with the data path switching scheme.
For frequent handovers, the data packet forwarding scheme
can reduce the signaling overhead to core network entities.
However, a long data packet forwarding chain can increase
the tunneling overhead and the delivery latency. Therefore,
the maximum length of the data packet forwarding chain
should be determined to an appropriate value. In addition,
the optimal length of the data packet forwarding chain can
be varied depending on the application requirements and thus
an application-aware approach in determining the optimal
chain length should be investigated. To this end, we formulate
an MDP model2 with five elements: 1) decision epochs; 2)
states; 3) actions; 4) transition probabilities; and 5) rewards
(costs) [18], [19]. After that, the optimality equation anda
low-complexity algorithm to solve the equation are introduced.
Important notations for the MDP model are summarized in
Table I.

A. Decision Epochs

Figure 4 shows the timing diagram for the MDP model.
A sequenceT = {1, 2, 3, ..., E} represents the time epochs
when successive decisions are made. A random variableE is
the termination time of the session, which follows a geometric
distribution with mean1/λs [20]. Random variablesXt andYt

denote the state and the action chosen at the decision epoch
t ∈ T , respectively. The duration of each decision epoch is
τ . In the proposed scheme, an action (i.e., the data packet
forwarding or the data path switching) is carried out only when

2The MDP model is a mathematical framework to model a decision
making in situations where outcomes are partially random and partially under
the control of the decision maker. Thus, the MDP model is suitable for
determining the optimal chain length in the data packet forwarding scheme.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS.

Notation Meaning

E Termination time of the session

Xt State at the decision epocht

Yt Action chosen at the decision epocht

τ Duration of each decision epoch

S State space

H Handover trigger phase state

F Forwarding list state

C Connection information state

A Action set

Pij Probability that an MN moves from eNBi to eNB j

TPF Unit traffic overhead to transmit a data packet

through the data packet forwarding chain

TS1 Unit traffic overhead to conduct the data path switching

DT Throughput sensitivity of the session

DD Delay sensitivity of the session

Fig. 4. Timing diagram.

the MN performs a handover to the target eNB, and therefore
no actions occur at the decision epochs without handover
events.

B. States

The state spaceS is defined as

S = H × F × C (1)

whereH denotes the handover trigger phase,F denotes the
vector set of possible forwarding lists, andC means the vector
set that describes the connection information of each eNB and
the location of an MN.

First, H can be defined as

H = {0, 1, 2} (2)

whereh (∈ H) = 0 and h = 1 represent that the MN is
in the non-handover trigger and the handover trigger phases,
respectively. On the other hand,h = 2 refers to the situation
when the target eNB receives a handover confirmation message
(i.e., the situation right after handover to the target eNB).

A forwarding list consists of eNBs that forward data packets
to the MN and thus the forwarding list can be changed either
by data path switching or handover events. The vector set of
possible forwarding lists,F , is described as

F = {F 1, F 2, F 3, ..., Fmax} (3)

wheremax is the total number of possible forwarding lists.
When the total number of eNBs isN , a forwarding list with
the length ofM can be constructed by selectingM (< N )
eNBs amongN eNBs and enumerating the selectedM eNBs.

The numbers of the selections and enumerations are given by
(

N

M

)

andM !, respectively. Then,max can be obtained by

max =







1 +
N−1
∑

M=1

(

N
M

)

M !, if N 6= 1

1, if N = 1

(4)

Let F k be the vector representing thekth possible forwarding
list. Then,F k is defined as

F k = [fk
1 , f

k
2 , f

k
3 , ..., f

k
m] (5)

where1 ≤ k ≤ max, 1 ≤ m ≤ N − 1, andfk
r (1 ≤ r ≤ m)

is the identification of therth eNB in thekth forwarding list.
m is the dimension of the vectorF k, which represents the
number of tunnels in the data packet forwarding chainF k.
Note thatF 1 = [ ] means that the MN is located at the eNB
where a session is initiated. In other words,F 1 = [ ] is an
empty forwarding list.

On the other hand,C is described by

C = {C1, C2, C3, ..., CN} (6)

where Ci denotes the vector representing the connection
between eNBi and other eNBs. Then,Ci is given by

Ci =
[

ci1, c
i
2, c

i
3, ..., c

i
N

]

(7)

where cij represents whether eNBj is connected to eNBi,
andcij is defined as

cij =

{

1, if eNB j is connected to eNB i

0, otherwise.
(8)

For example, ifN is 5 and eNB1 is connected to eNBs2 and
3, C1 is given by[0, 1, 1, 0, 0].

C. Actions

When the target eNB receives a handover confirmation
message (i.e.,h = 2), the target eNB decides whether to
send a data path switch request message or not. Therefore,
when h = 2, the target eNB takes an action (i.e., the data
path switching or the data packet forwarding) based on the
current state information. The action set can be described by
A = {PF, PS} wherePF andPS represent the data packet
forwarding and the data path switching, respectively.

D. Transition Probabilities

A state transition ofC can be done only whenh = 1. On
the other hand, a state transition ofF can occur whenh = 1
or h = 2, and the state transition ofF is affected by the
chosen actiona. That is, the transition probabilities ofC and
F are affected byH . For a chosen actiona, the transition
probability from the current states = [h, F k, Ci] to the next
state,s′ = [h′, F k′

, Cj ], can be described by

P [s′|s, a] = P [h′|h]× P [F k′

|F k, a, h]× P [Cj |Ci, h]. (9)

The transition probability ofH can be derived as follows.
We assume that the residence time in an eNB follows an
exponential distribution with mean1/λh. Then, the transition
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probability from h = 0 to h = 1 is given by λhτ [15].
Therefore, whenh = 0, the transition probability fromh to
h′ is defined as

P [h′|h = 0] =











1− λhτ, if h′ = 0

λhτ, if h′ = 1

0, otherwise.

(10)

Sinceh = 1 means that the MN is in the handover trigger
phase,h′ should be always2, i.e., the target eNB receives
a handover confirmation message. On the other hand, when
h = 2, h′ should be always0 since the handover procedure is
terminated. This derivation is reasonable because the decision
epoch is sufficiently short and thus no consecutive handover
events can occur. In short, the transition probabilities for h = 1
andh = 2 are respectively summarized as

P [h′|h = 1] =

{

1, if h′ = 2

0, otherwise
(11)

and

P [h′|h = 2] =

{

1, if h′ = 0

0, otherwise.
(12)

When h = 0, F cannot be changed. Therefore,
P [F k′

|F k, a, h = 0] is simply given by

P [F k′

|F k, a, h = 0] =

{

1, if F k′

= F k

0, otherwise.
(13)

When h = 1 and an MN moves from eNBi to eNB j,
the transition probability is determined byF k. If F k has an
elementj (i.e., the current forwarding chain includes eNB
j), F k′

includes all elements ofF k ahead ofj while the
elementj and the elements behindj are deleted. For example,
if F k = [2, 5, 1] and the MN moves to eNB5, F k′

is given by
[2]. On the other hand, ifF k does not have the elementj, F k′

can be obtained by adding the elementi to F k. For example, if
F k = [2, 5, 1] and the MN moves from eNB3 to eNB 6 (i.e.,
i = 3 and j = 6), F k′

is given by [2, 5, 1, 3]. Consequently,
the transition probability ofF whenh = 1 can be formulated
as (14) and (15) at the top of the next page, wherem andm′

are the dimensions ofF k andF k′

, respectively. On the other
hand, whenh = 2, F k′

is decided by the chosen action. If the
chosen action isPS, F k′

is alwaysF 1, i.e., the forwarding
list becomes empty. Meanwhile, if the chosen action isPF ,
F is not changed. Therefore,P [F k′

|F k, a, h = 2] is given by

P [F k′

|F k, a = PS, h = 2] =

{

1, if F k′

= F 1

0, otherwise
(16)

and

P [F k′

|F k, a = PF, h = 2] =

{

1, if F k′

= F k

0, otherwise.
(17)

SinceC is changed only when the MN moves out the cur-
rent eNB,C is not affected whenh = 0 or h = 2. Therefore,
P [Cj |Ci, h = 0] andP [Cj |Ci, h = 2] are respectively given
by

P [Cj |Ci, h = 0] =

{

1, if Cj = Ci

0, otherwise
(18)

and

P [Cj |Ci, h = 2] =

{

1, if Cj = Ci

0, otherwise.
(19)

On the other hand, whenh = 1, the transition probability ofC
can be derived as follows. WhenPij denotes the probability
that the MN moves from eNBi to eNB j3, the transition
probabilityP [Cj |Ci, h = 1] is obtained from

P [Cj |Ci, h = 1] =

{

Pij , if cij = 1

0, otherwise.
(20)

E. Reward and Cost Functions

To define the reward and cost functions, we consider both
the network perspective and the user perspective. In terms of
the network perspective, the local traffic overhead and the core
traffic overhead can be taken into account to define the reward
and cost functions. On the other hand, in terms of the user
perspective, the throughput and the delay jitter are considered
to represent the reward and cost functions. To sum up, the
total reward function,r(s, a), can be defined as

r(s, a) = ω1rn(s, a) + (1− ω1)ru(s, a) (21)

where rn(s, a) and ru(s, a) are the reward functions with
respect to the network and user perspectives, respectively. ω1

(0 ≤ ω1 ≤ 1) is a weighted factor to adjust the importance of
the network and user perspectives.

First, rn(s, a) can be expressed as

rn(s, a) = ω2fLT (s, a)− (1− ω2)gCT (s, a) (22)

wherefLT (s, a) andgCT (s, a) are the reward function due to
the reduction of the local traffic overhead and the cost function
due to the core traffic overhead, respectively.ω2 (0 ≤ ω2 ≤ 1)
is a weighted factor to decide the importance between the local
traffic overhead and the core traffic overhead. Since the local
traffic overhead is proportional to the number of tunnels,m,
fLT (s, a) can be defined as

fLT (s, a) =

{

m× TPF , if a = PS, h = 2
0, otherwise

(23)

whereTPF is the unit traffic overhead to transmit a data packet
through the data packet forwarding chain. On the other hand,
three additional control messages are needed to conduct a data
path switching as shown in Figure 2. Hence,gCT (s, a) can be
defined as

gCT (s, a) =

{

3× TS1, if a = PS, h = 2
0, otherwise

(24)

whereTS1 is the unit traffic overhead to conduct the data path
switching.

The reward function with respect to the user perspective can
be written as

ru(s, a) = ω3fT (s, a)− (1 − ω3)gD(s, a) (25)

wherefT (s, a) and gD(s, a) are the reward function on the
user throughput and the cost function on the delay jitter,

3Pij can be obtained from the empirical data.
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P [fk′

1 = fk
1 , f

k′

2 = fk
2 , ..., f

k′

m+1 = i|F k, a, h = 1] = 1, if cij = 1 and j /∈ F k

P [F k′

|F k, a, h = 1] = 0, otherwise
(14)

and

P [fk′

1 = fk
1 , f

k′

2 = fk
2 , ..., f

k′

m′ = fk
m′ |F k, a, h = 1] = 1, if cij = 1 and fk

m′+1 = j

P [F k′

|F k, a, h = 1] = 0, otherwise.
(15)

respectively.ω3 (0 ≤ ω3 ≤ 1) is a parameter to weight the
user throughput and the delay jitter. Since the degradationof
throughput is proportional to the number of tunnels,fT (s, a)
can be defined as

fT (s, a) =

{

m×DT , if a = PS, h = 2
0, otherwise

(26)

whereDT denotes the throughput sensitivity of the session.
DT can be set depending on the application type. For example,
for throughput-sensitive applications (e.g., HTTP and FTP), a
large value ofDT can be set. Meanwhile,gD(s, a) is defined
as

gD(s, a) =

{

DD, if a = PS, h = 2
0, otherwise

(27)

whereDD is the delay sensitivity of the session. For delay-
sensitive applications (e.g., VoIP and multimedia streaming),
a large value ofDD should be used.

F. Optimality Equation

Let v(s) be the maximum expected total reward when the
initial state iss. Then,v(s) can be described as [18]

v(s) = max
π∈Π

vπ(s) (28)

where vπ(s) is the expected total reward between the first
decision epoch and the last decision epoch when the policyπ
with an initial states is given.vπ(s) can be obtained from [18]

vπ(s) = Eπ
s

[

EE

{

E
∑

t=1

r(Xt, Yt)

}]

(29)

whereEπ
s represents the expectation with the policyπ and

initial states. EE denotes the expectation with the respect to
the random variableE. As mentioned before, since the termi-
nation time of a session,E, follows a geometric distribution
with mean1/λs. Therefore,vπ(s) can be rewritten as [20]

vπ(s) = Eπ
s

{

∞
∑

t=1

(1 − λs)
t−1r(Xt, Yt)

}

(30)

where(1 − λs) is a discounter factor in the MDP model and
0 ≤ (1− λs) < 1.

Finally, the optimality equation is given by [18]

v(s) = max
a∈A

{

r(s, a) +
∑

s′∈S

(1− λs)P [s′|s, a]v(s′)

}

. (31)

Calculating

the rates

( i.e., λs, λh )

Hc = 0

Hc++
Parameter setting

Yes

No

MDP algorithm

(VIA)

Incoming packet

Make Cr and Fr states

Generate FC state

Optimal policy

Step 1 Step 2

Fig. 5. Low-complexity value iteration algorithm.

G. Low-complexity value iteration algorithm

Generally, a value iteration algorithm (VIA) can be used to
solve the optimality equation and to obtain the optimal policy.
Each iteration of VIA is performed inO(|A||S|2) whereA is
the action set andS is the state space [20], [21]. The state
space in our MDP model consists ofH , C, andF . The size
of C is proportional to the number of eNBs (i.e.,N ) as shown
in (6). Also, the size ofF is decided byN as shown in
(4). Since there are a lot of eNBs in LTE networks4, if all
eNBs in LTE networks are considered in VIA, high complexity
of VIA is inevitable. This long iteration time is a major
obstacle of applying MDP to the practical systems [23]. Due
to this reason, we introduce a low-complexity value iteration
algorithm as shown in Figure 5. The low-complexity value
iteration algorithm reducesC andF state spaces which are
main contributors in increasing the complexity of VIA in our
MDP model. Reducing the state space is conducted by two
steps: 1) making the reduced vector set on the connection
information of each eNB and the location of an MN (denoted
by Cr) and the reduced vector set of possible forwarding lists
(denoted byFr), which is represented byStep 1 in Figure 5;
2) generatingFC state, which is represented byStep 2 in
Figure 5.

Since the number of eNBs that an MN moves across with
an ongoing session is limited, eNBs far from the current eNB
can be excluded in the state space to reduce the complexity.

4As reported in [22], the number of eNBs managed by SKT, which is the
largest cellular network operator in South Korea, is about105 .
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In other words, only sufficiently close eNBs to the current
eNB are considered to makeCr andFr states. LetHc be the
expected maximum number of handovers that the MN moves
across with an ongoing session. To deriveHc, Pk is defined
as the probability that the MN moves acrossk eNBs during
the session duration time. If the residence time and the session
duration time follow exponential distributions and their means
are estimated by the central system in a statistical manner [24],
Pk can be easily obtained by [25]. If the summation ofPk

from k = 0 to k = Hc is equal to or larger than a pre-defined

thresholdδ (i.e.,
Hc
∑

k=0

Pk ≥ δ) andδ is sufficiently large, it is

likely that the MN conducts handovers no more thanHc for
most sessions. Therefore,Hc can be defined as

Hc = argmin
x

(

x
∑

k=0

Pk ≥ δ

)

(32)

whereargmin( ) returns the minimum argument satisfying
the given inequality.

WhenHc is given, only eNBs that the MN can move with
handovers less than or equal toHc can be included in the state
space. Therefore, the number of handover candidate eNBs,Nc,
can be defined by

Nc = n

(

Hc
⋃

k=0

Kk
s

)

(33)

wheren(S) returns the number of elements of the setS and
Kk

s denotes the set of eNBs that an MN can move withk
handovers from the initial eNBs.

With Nc, Cr can be expressed as

Cr = {C1
r , C

2
r , C

3
r , ..., C

Nc
r }. (34)

Also, when the number of eNBs is limited byNc, the total
number of forwarding lists,maxc, can be defined as

maxc =







1 +
Nc−1
∑

M=1

(

Nc

M

)

M !, if Nc 6= 1

1, if Nc = 1.

(35)

Then,Fr , is described as

Fr = {F 1
r , F

2
r , F

3
r , ..., F

maxc
r }. (36)

Note thatFr is constrained byCr. When the current state
of Cr, Ci

r, is decided, the elements ofFr including i cannot
be the current state. For example, when the current state is
C1

r , i.e., the MN is in eNB1, the elements ofFr such as
F i
r = [1, 2] andF j

r = [1], wherei and j are arbitrary integer
numbers, cannot be the current states. By considering this
correlation,Cr andFr can be integrated to one state space
FC to further reduce state space (Step 2 in Figure 5).FC
denotes the vector set of integratingFr andCr, which can be
described as

FC = {FC1, FC2, FC3, ..., FCNfc} (37)

whereFCk denotes the vector set representing thekth inte-
grated state andNfc is the total number of elements ofFC.

Finally, the parameters (i.e.,ω1, ω2, ω3, DD, and DT )
are set and VIA in Algorithm 1 where||v|| = max[v(s)]

for s ∈ S is conducted to obtain the near optimal
policy ξ. Note that the policy that satisfies the optimality
equation in (31) becomes the near optimal policy,ξ, i.e.,

ξ(s) = argmax
a∈A

{

r(s, a) +
∑

s′∈S

(1− λs)P [s′|s, a]v(s′)

}

.

Therefore, we can obtain the near optimal policy and the
expected total reward from Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Value iteration algorithm.

1: Set v0(s) = 0 for each states. Specify ǫ > 0, and set
k = 0.

2: For each states, computevk+1(s) by

vk+1(s) = max
a∈A

{

r(s, a) +
∑

s′∈S

(1− λs)P [s′|s, a]vk(s′)

}

3: If ||vk+1(s)− vk(s)|| < ελs/(2(1− λs)), go to step 4.
Otherwise, increasek by 1 and return to step 2.

4: For each states∈ S, compute the stationary optimal policy

ξ(s) = argmax
a∈A

{

r(s, a) +
∑

s′∈S

(1 − λs)P [s′|s, a]vk+1(s′)

}

and stop.

Note that when the state space is reduced, handover events
exceedingHc cannot be considered and thus the expected
total reward of the low-complexity VIA may be different
from that of the original VIA. However, such disparity can
be sufficiently mitigated by adjusting the thresholdδ, which
will be elaborated in Section V-A.

V. REAL TRACE-DRIVEN EVALUATION RESULTS

For performance evaluation, we compare the proposed
scheme,SMDP , with the following four schemes: 1)SPS

where the target eNB always conducts the data path switching,
2) SPF where the data packets are always forwarded through
the forwarding chain, 3)SK=2 where the target eNB conducts
the data path switching only when the forwarding chain length
exceeds2, and 4)SK=3 where the target eNB conducts the
data path switching only when the forwarding chain length
exceeds3 [15]. Default values of weighted factors (i.e.,ω1,
ω2, and ω3) are set to0.5. We consider both throughput-
sensitive and delay-sensitive applications. For throughput-
sensitive applications (i.e., data session),DT andDD are set
to 3 and1, respectively. On the other hand, for delay-sensitive
applications (i.e., voice session),DT and DD are set to1
and3, respectively5. It is assumed that the average number of
hops between the eNB and the S-GW is10 which is based on
3GPP specification [15]. Based on the Ethernet specification,
the data packet size and control packet size are set to1518
bytes and64 bytes, respectively. By considering the packet
size and the average number of hops,TPF is set to2.37 (i.e.,
1518/(64× 10)). Also, TS1 is normalized as1.

To derive the handover-to-session ratioρ = λh/λs, we use
the dataset in [26] that contains 142 days of mobile phone
records (i.e., session and cell transition information). Specif-
ically, the handover-to-voice session ratio,ρv, is computed

5For throughput-sensitive applications and delay-sensitive applications, a
large value ofDT andDD should be used to indicate application character-
istic, respectively.
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TABLE II
Nc AND Ph

Session type δ Hc Ph

Voice session

0.7 0 0.7491

0.9 1 0.9659

0.95 2 0.9969

Data session
0.7 2 0.7547

0.9 5 0.9919

0.95 6 0.9981

as 0.296 whereas the handover-to-data session ratio,ρd, is
obtained as1.71. Also, the network topology (e.g., the number
of eNBs and the connectivity among eNBs) is configured
based on [26]. In the dataset [26], the number of eNBs is
3510. Also, Pij is set by counting the number of handovers
between eNBi and eNBj. τ is set to1 sec. The default value
of δ is 0.95 and ε in the value iteration algorithm is set to
0.001. On the other hand, since the results for effect ofTPF

andTS1 are similar as the results ofDT andDD, respectively,
the results for effect ofTPF andTS1 are not depicted.

A. Effect ofδ

The low-complexity VIA is based on the observation that
the number of handovers is bound toHc in most cases. If
handovers more thanHc occur, the accuracy of the low-
complexity VIA can be affected. Therefore, we need to show
that the accuracy of the low-complexity VIA is sufficiently
high. To this end, we define the probabilityPh that the number
of handovers at each decision epoch is less than or equal to
Hc. Intuitively, higherPh represents that the low-complexity
VIA has higher accuracy.Ph can be calculated as follows.
Since the average session duration is1/λs, the average number
of decision epochs during the session duration is given by
⌊1/(λsτ)⌋ where⌊ ⌋ is the floor function. On the other hand,
the occurrence probability of handover at each decision epoch
is λhτ by (10). Consequently,Ph can be computed as

Ph =

Hc
∑

i=0

(

⌊1/(λsτ)⌋
i

)

(λhτ)
i (1− λhτ)

⌊1/(λsτ)⌋−i. (38)

Table II showsPh under different values ofδ and Hc.
As shown in Table II, whenδ is set to a sufficiently high
value (e.g.,0.9 or 0.95), Ph is adequately large. In other
words, handovers more thanHc rarely occur whenδ is larger
than 0.9. Meanwhile, whenδ is 0.7, Ph is relatively small,
which indicates that the low-complexity VIA has unfavorable
accuracy. Therefore, the default value ofδ is set to0.95 in the
following results.

B. Effect of(1− λs)

Figure 6(a) shows the expected total reward as a function of
the discount factor,(1 − λs), in delay-sensitive applications.
Note that a larger discount factor refers to longer simulation
time [20]. Therefore, the expected total rewards ofSPS

and SK=2 decrease as the discount factor increases due to
the increased number of handovers and data path switching

operations6. Note that when the delay-sensitive application is
considered, the negative effect by the data path switching (e.g.,
delay jitter) is more significant. On the other hand,SMDP and
SPF are rarely affected by the increased number of handovers
since data packets are forwarded over a locally established
forwarding chain. In addition,SMDP follows almost the same
actions asSPF since the data packet forwarding is beneficial
in increasing the total reward. On the other hand, sinceHc is
set to2 for the voice session (i.e., delay-sensitive application),
SK=3 does not conduct anyPS actions and thusSK=3 has
the same expected total reward asSPF in delay-sensitive
applications.

Figure 6(b) shows the expected total reward as a function
of the discount factor,(1−λs), for throughput-sensitive appli-
cations. It can be shown that the expected total rewards of all
schemes exceptSPF increase as the discount factor increases.
This can be explained as follows. When the simulation time
is long, morePS actions can be conducted. Since morePS
actions can further increase the throughput by optimizing the
data packet delivery path, longer simulation time provides
more expected total rewards. Meanwhile,SPF does not con-
duct anyPS actions and thereforeSPF is independent of the
increased simulation time and does not have any reward or cost
(i.e., the expected total reward ofSPF is always0). Also, it can
be seen that the expected total reward ofSMDP is comparable
to that of SPS when (1 − λs) is 0.9 ∼ 0.95. On the other
hand, when(1−λs) is 0.96 ∼ 0.99, the expected total reward
of SMDP is almost the same as that ofSK=2. This can be
explained as follows. When the average data session duration
is short (i.e.,(1−λs) is 0.9 ∼ 0.95), only few handover events
occur during the session time and thus the target eNB always
conducts the data path switching to obtain higher throughput
in throughput-sensitive applications. In other words, since
handover events rarely occur, the signaling overhead to core
entities due to the data path switching is not quite high even
when the target eNB always conducts the data path switching.
Meanwhile, when the average data session duration is long
(i.e., (1 − λs) is 0.96 ∼ 0.99), more handover events occur.
Therefore, the signaling overhead to core entities due to the
data path switching can be significant if the target eNB always
conducts the data path switching. Thus,SMDP conducts the
data path switching when the forwarding chain length exceeds
2. Interestingly, when more frequent handover events are
considered, i.e., when(1−λs) is 0.99 ∼ 0.999, it can be found
that SMDP outperforms all other schemes apparently. This
is becauseSMDP always conducts appropriate and adaptive
actions regardless of the number of handover events whereas
other schemes follow the static actions.

C. Effect ofω2

From Figure 7, it can be seen thatSMDP operates adap-
tively even when the weighted factor,ω2, is changed7. When
ω2 is small (i.e.,0 and0.2), the expected total reward ofSMDP

6Due to scale of y-axis, the decrement of the expected total reward of
SK=2 is not shown well in Figure 6(a).

7Since there are no special tendencies asω1 andω3 are changed, we do
not include these results.
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Fig. 6. Expected total reward vs.(1− λs) (λh = 0.00296 in (a) / λh = 0.0171 in (b) [26]).
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Fig. 7. Expected total reward vs.ω2 (DT = DD = 1).

is the same as that ofSPF . This is because smallω2 represents
that the core traffic overhead affects more significantly to the
expected total reward than the local traffic overhead does. In
such a situation, the rewardfLT (s, a) is relatively smaller
than the costfCT (s, a) if the PS action is chosen. Therefore,
SMDP always chooses thePF action for smallω2. On the
other hand, whenω2 is 0.4, the data packet forwarding and
the data path switching provide more total rewards when the
forwarding chain lengths are1 and2, respectively. Therefore,
SMDP chooses thePF andPS actions when the forwarding
chain lengths are1 and 2, respectively. Consequently, the
expected total reward ofSMDP is almost the same as that
of SK=2. Meanwhile, whenω2 has a large value (e.g.,0.6,
0.8, and 1), the PS action always gives more rewards and
less costs, and thusSMDP conducts the data path switching
in most cases.
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Fig. 8. Expected total reward vs.DD (DT = 1).

D. Effect ofDD

The effect ofDD is shown in Figure 8. AsDD increases
(i.e., the application becomes more sensitive to the delay), the
cost for the chosenPS action also increases. Therefore, the
expected total rewards ofSMDP , SPS andSK=2 decrease as
DD increases. However, sinceSMDP does not choose thePS
action whenDD is large, the expected total reward ofSMDP

is larger than that ofSPF . On the other hand, sinceSPS and
SK=2 do not take the delay sensitivity of the application into
consideration, the expected total rewards ofSPS and SK=2

decrease continuously regardless of the delay sensitivityof the
application. In addition, sinceSK=2 chooses lessPS actions
thanSPS , the reduction ratio of the expected total reward of
SK=2 is smaller than that ofSPS .

E. Effect ofDT

From Figure 9, it can be shown thatSMDP operates
adaptively asDT is changed. Since increasingDT means that
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Fig. 9. Expected total reward vs.DT (DD = 2).

the application is more sensitive to the throughput, the reward
increases when thePS action is chosen thanks to the optimal
data forwarding path. Therefore,SMDP chooses thePS action
whenDT is large. On the other hand,DT = 0 means that the
throughput is not considered at all and thusSMDP chooses the
PF action whenDT = 0. When theDT is set to 1 or 2 (i.e.,
the sensitivities to the delay and throughput are comparable),
SMDP has the same policy asSK=2. This is because thePF
action and thePS action give more rewards (or less costs)
when the forwarding chain lengths are1 and 2, respectively.
Meanwhile, whenDT is large (i.e.,3, 4, and5), SMDP always
chooses thePS action for higher throughput.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an optimized and distributed data
forwarding scheme. To find out the optimal policy between
the data path switching and data packet forwarding, we
formulated MDP in which the reward and cost functions in
throughput/delay-sensitive applications are defined withthe
respect to the network/user’s QoE. Also, a low-complexity
value iteration algorithm is devised to solve the optimality and
therefore we believe the proposed scheme can be applied to
practical systems. Real trace-driven evaluation results demon-
strate that the proposed scheme can increase the expected total
reward compared with other schemes and can achieve the
adaptive performance optimization. In addition, we showed
that the proposed scheme can adaptively set the optimal
forwarding chain depending on the application types (i.e.,
throughput/delay-sensitive applications). In our futurework,
we will extend the proposed scheme to reflect the local and
core network traffic loads and evaluate the performance of the
extended scheme in terms of mobile traffic offloading. Also,
we will investigate how to extend the proposed forwarding
scheme under high vehicular mobility.
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